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Samindo Resources Maintain the Service Quality
through ISO Certification

Jakarta, 1 March 2016 – PT Samindo Resources Tbk (the Company), a leading provider ofintegrated coal mining services, continues to maintain a commitment to providing excellent serviceto the customer of the Company. In order to maintain the commitment, from time to time theCompany improve the standardization of services refers to the International Organization forStandardization (ISO). Throughout 2015, two subsidiaries of the Company have successfully addedthe ISO certificate in their portfolio, namely ISO 9004 certification on behalf of PT SIMS Jaya Kaltimand ISO 9001 on behalf of PT Mintec Abadi.ISO 9004 with a focus on "Managing for the sustained success of an organization-A qualitymanagement approach", successfully achieved by PT SIMS Jaya Kaltim in terms of ground operationof mining. PT Kaltim Jaya SIMS itself is responsible for the Company's two main services, namelythe activity of overburden removal and coal getting.Certificates ISO 9004 is the phase from ISO 9001 by focus on the quality management system.However, there are significant changes to the substance, namely the addition of "Management ofSustainable Organizational Success". These certifications automatically provide complete guidanceto organizations to create sustainable success by meeting the needs and expectations of thecustomer. The certification also encourages organizations to be able to perform a self-assessmentas a tool to measure the maturity level of the organization.Besides sertfikasi ISO 9004, the Company also successfully achieved ISO 9001 certification onbehalf of PT Mintec Abadi, a subsidiary of the Company engaged in exploration drilling. "Two ISOcertificates in the Company successfully achieved during 2015 is a testament to the Company'scommitment to continuously improve the quality of service to the customer" said Hananto,Corporate Secretary of the Company.
Sekilas PT Samindo Resources TbkSamindo Resources is an investment holding company with core competencies in the provision ofservices of coal mining in terms of overburden removal, coal getting, coal hauling and explorationdrilling. As an investment holding company, Samindo run fourth production activities through foursubsidiaries, namely PT SIMS Jaya Kaltim, PT Trasindo Murni Perkasa, PT Kaltim and PT SamindoUtama Abadi Mintec.
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